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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an easily trained yet
powerful representation learning approach with performance
highly competitive to deep neural networks in a digital pathology
image segmentation task. The method, called sparse coding
driven deep decision tree ensembles that we abbreviate as
ScD2TE, provides a new perspective on representation learning.
We explore the possibility of stacking several layers based on
non-differentiable pairwise modules and generate a densely con-
catenated architecture holding the characteristics of feature map
reuse and end-to-end dense learning. Under this architecture,
fast convolutional sparse coding is used to extract multi-level
features from the output of each layer. In this way, rich image
appearance models together with more contextual information
are integrated by learning a series of decision tree ensembles.
The appearance and the high-level context features of all the
previous layers are seamlessly combined by concatenating them
to feed-forward as input, which in turn makes the outputs of
subsequent layers more accurate and the whole model efficient
to train. Compared with deep neural networks, our proposed
ScD2TE does not require back-propagation computation and
depends on less hyper-parameters. ScD2TE is able to achieve
a fast end-to-end pixel-wise training in a layer-wise manner.
We demonstrated the superiority of our segmentation technique
by evaluating it on the multi-disease state and multi-organ
dataset where consistently higher performances were obtained
for comparison against several state-of-the-art deep learning
methods such as convolutional neural networks (CNN), fully
convolutional networks (FCN), etc.
Index Terms—Digital pathology, nuclear segmentation, sparse
coding, deep representation learning, decision tree ensembles,
feature propagation, feature reuse.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE automated segmentation of granular objects in digitalpathology images remains one of the most challenging
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problems in cytology and neuropathology [1]-[3]. In such
problems, nuclei in diverse images spanning a range of organs
and disease states are expected to be precisely identified and
segmented. Nevertheless, under pathological conditions, nuclei
enlarge, exhibit margination of chromatin, and contain intra-
nuclear sparse chromatin, prominent nucleoli are therefore
identifiable; on the other hand, pathology images often exhibit
high nuclear density, overlapping nuclear agglomerates, and
background clutter with many artifacts, which exacerbate the
difficulties of accurate nuclear segmentation. Conventionally,
this problem can be roughly solved using a machine learning
technique. Constructing a commonly known machine learning
system requires careful engineering and considerable domain
expertise to design a feature extractor that transforms the raw
data into a suitable internal representation from which the
system could segment patterns in the input, and thus they
are not guaranteed to produce similar satisfactory performance
in different scenarios. A comprehensive review of these tech-
niques can be found in [4]–[6]. Therefore, the motivation of
this work is the development of a new fully trainable system
to learn meaningful representations of digital pathology data
in an end-to-end fashion.
Before the introduction of representation learning, popular
traditional methods use morphology operation, active contours,
clustering, watershed transform, and their variants to solve
microscopic granular object segmentation problems [7]–[10].
In order to accurately segment objects of interest, these meth-
ods require data-specific pre- and post-processing to obtain
desired performance and so they do not directly generalize to
segmentation problems across diverse nuclear types.
Currently, deep representation learning technique has pro-
vided an effective way of solving nuclear appearance diversity
for pathology image segmentation [11]–[17] due to its ability
to learn hierarchical abstract features from raw images without
relying on prior knowledge. The two major implementations
of such technique are convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
[12], [13] and fully convolutional networks (FCNs) [14]–[17].
CNNs focus increasingly on drawing representational power
from improved deeper architectures, such as Inception network
[18], ResNet [19], and DenseNet [20], but still learn to map a
fixed-size input to a fixed-size output. A pretrained CNN can
be used as an encoder to generate a series of feature maps and
further extended to derive a rich set of deep models that can
be adapted to digital pathology image analysis applications,
such as CNN2 [12] and CNN3 [13]. Compared with CNNs,
FCNs can accept arbitrary-sized inputs and produce dense
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output predictions [21]. The strategy to achieve this goal is
to add an effective decoder module to recover the spatial
resolution from the output of encoder. For pathology image
segmentation, the use of a variant of FCN, namely, U-Net [15]
leads to significant improvement in accuracy by capturing and
propagating contextual information to higher resolution layers
with a skip connections structure (see Figure 1 Third one).
The success of faster R-CNN [22] is also extended to image
segmentation problems [16], [17] by using a FCN for mask
prediction and a ResNet-feature pyramid network (FPN) [23]
backbone for feature extraction, where a top-down path with
lateral connections is augmented to propagate semantically
strong features. Although deep models are powerful, they
have many deficiencies: 1) The networks are with too many
hyper-parameters, and the performance depends seriously on
careful parameter tuning. 2) Thus, they require extremely large
amounts of labeled training data and computational complexity
to reach state-of-the-art performance. 3) It is well known that
deep models are black-box models whose decision processes
are hard to understand, and the learning behaviors are very
difficult for theoretical analysis [32].
Recently, several shallow learning-based lightweight models
have been designed to tackle microscopy or pathology image
segmentation problems (see Figure 1 Top and Second ones).
The representative implementations of them include sparse
coding [24], cascades of classifiers [25], [26], convolutional
regression (CR) [27]–[30], and random forests [31], [32].
Sparse coding approach can greatly reduce the computational
complexity without loss in accuracy by learning a set of
separable 1D filters. Cascaded methods have much less hyper-
parameters than deep models due to new classification formu-
lations. CR techniques are much easier to train and in most
cases, even when they are applied to different data across
different domains, excellent performance can be achieved by
almost same settings of hyper-parameters. A common strategy
for some of these methods to achieve dense prediction is to
extract a fixed-sized patch centered on each pixel and employ
their learners to determine the label of the center pixel [25],
[27], [31], [32]. However, such approaches only incorporate
limited contextual information contained in the patch. The
remaining models directly conduct the convolution operation
on the whole input image and can recover the pixel-wise
labels from their abstract feature representations [24], [26],
[28]–[30]. However, they do not take into account the local
dependencies between pixels, and thus there is still room for
improvement in detailed feature reconstruction and compact
representation. Thus, current pathology image segmentation
problems face the conflicting goals of efficiency and accuracy.
An interesting recent attempt at automatic nuclear feature
learning is the approaches of [33], [34], which rely on local
sparse models designed to process overlapping patches inde-
pendently. However, the independent sparse coding of each
patch neglects the spatial correlation among them and leads
to filters that are simply translated versions of each other. As
a result, it generates highly redundant feature representation
and results in a representation that is not optimal for the image
as a whole. Convolutional sparse coding (CSC) [35] has been
recently introduced as a global model to handle an entire image
Fig. 1. Different types of end-to-end learning structures for image segmen-
tation. Top row: Basic CR structure without feature reuse (e.g. [28]), often
results in coarse pixel masks since local appearance information is largely lost
in the subsequent layers. Second row: The CR structure with low-level feature
reuse (e.g. [30]) and third row: Fully convolutional network structure with
low-level and high-level feature partly reuse (e.g. [15]). These two structures
achieve impressive results on the digital pathology images, but the potentials
of feature reuse are not deeply released. Bottom row: The proposed CR
structure with all the low-level and high-level feature reuse. Concatenating
the features learned by different layers increases the ability to collect more
contextual information and also spatial information, and reduces the chance
of assigning the pixels to the wrong positions.
[26], [30]. The idea behind this strategy is to replace the linear
combination of dictionary vectors by the sum of convolutions
with dictionary filters. A disadvantage of this formulation is
its computational expense. Although some authors resort to
more efficient multiplications in the Fourier domain [36]–[38]
or other efforts [26], [30], these attempts suffer from boundary
condition limitations and ignore the local characterizations of
the image. A different approach to Fourier domain implemen-
tations, i.e. slice-based dictionary learning [39], is currently
developed for CSC, which uses a concatenation of banded
circulant matrices and enables the solution of global problem
in terms of only local computations in the original domain.
Although the theoretical analysis of such fast CSC’s success
has been extended to several layers [40], leading to a new
interpretation of CNNs, no work has been reported that they
can achieve state-of-the-art performance in pathology image
segmentation.
In this work, we propose an easily trained yet powerful
representation learning approach to address aforementioned
challenges. Our method naturally balances the tradeoff be-
tween enhancing representation learning ability and control-
ling model complexity. We achieve these goals by recon-
structing the convolutional regression structure and stacking
multiple processing layers of CSC–decision tree ensemble
pairwise modules to form a sparse coding driven deep decision
tree ensembles (ScD2TE) structure (see Figure 1 Bottom row).
The underlying idea of ScD2TE is based on the observation
that if each layer is directly connected to every other layer in
a feed-forward fashion then the model will be more accurate
and easier to train. We choose fast CSC [39] as the feature
detector in each layer, which benefits from having a local shift
invariant structure and can efficiently find a global sparsest
representation of the whole image or maps. We use an iterative
JOURNAL OF LATEX CLASS FILES 3
Fig. 2. Overview of ScD2TE with four layers. The feature maps extracted by the first layer from the raw image and the subsequent layers from score maps
are fully reused. The ScD2TE combines the feature maps from all the previous fast CSC modules to form a new feature map pool as the input of subsequent
decision tree ensemble module. After a fast CSC module, a 1×1 convolution is introduced to compress the feature maps, followed by a decision tree ensemble
module, aiming to learn M simple and powerfully predictive decision trees. This module combines all the preceding optimal decision trees through summation
before they are passed into a new iteration of tree learning and the pixel-wise regularized and complexity-constrained sum-of-squares loss is computed.
additive process for regression until convergence, in which an
ensemble mapping with random sampling, regularization, and
pruning [41], [42] are applied progressively to all preceding
feature maps to obtain a high order representation of the input,
capture more contextual information, and improve predictive
performance at each iteration. ScD2TE fully reuses the fea-
tures of different levels through a sophisticated connectivity
pattern, yielding condensed model that are easy to train,
highly parameter-efficient, and without back-propagation. The
optimal scoring of pixels being a nucleus is achieved by
using only a small number of layers, thereby achieving the
aforementioned conflicting goals. We show that the ScD2TE
by itself, trained end-to-end, pixels-to-pixels, improve on the
previous results in digital pathology nuclear segmentation.
Experimental results on breast, prostate, kidney, stomach,
and bladder pathology images demonstrate its superior per-
formance to the state-of-the-art deep representation learning
techniques and existing lightweight models.
II. SPARSE CODING DRIVEN DEEP DECISION TREE
ENSEMBLES
As shown in Figure 1, convolutional regression structures
are built by alternatively stacking a feature extraction module
and a prediction module, in which all the modules are subject
to learning and compute non-linear input–output mappings.
Skip connections help the subsequent layers utilize multi-level
features to improve predictive performance, by partly reusing
feature maps. The goal of our model is to reinforce the concept
of reuse by extending the multilayer stack of modules, while
avoiding the feature explosion and reducing the overfitting on
our segmentation task even with smaller training set sizes.
In this section, we introduce the proposed sparse coding
driven deep decision tree ensembles (ScD2TE), as illustrated
in Figure 2 comprehensively. We first present the overall model
architecture. Next, fast CSC module for global representation
learning and the decision tree ensemble module for latent
structure prediction are explained in detail. At last, we discuss
the problem of nuclear dense prediction using our ScD2TE.
A. Overall Architecture of ScD2TE
We solve the segmentation problem by formulating it in
terms of a densely concatenated convolutional regression prob-
lem. Consider an image x0 ∈ Rn×n that is passed through our
ScD2TE, which comprises L layers. The input of each decision
tree ensemble module within a layer is the concatenation of all
feature outputs of its previous layers after a compression with
convolution operation, and the optimization of each decision
tree within a decision tree ensemble module depends on all the
previous learned decision trees. To preserve the feed-forward
nature, each decision tree ensemble module then passes on its
score output to the following fast CSC module of new layer.
Let x` ∈ Rn×n be the feature output of the `th layer. In a
basic convolutional regression model, x` can be computed as
follows: x` = H` (x`−1). H` (·) is defined as a regression [27],
[28] or iterative regression [29] followed by c convolutions of
size q× q. Pushing this idea further, our ScD2TE introduces a
sophisticated connectivity pattern that iteratively concatenates
all feature outputs in a feed-forward fashion (see Figure 2).
Thus, x` is defined as
x` = H` ([x0,x1, ...,x`−1]) (1)
where [x0,x1, ...,x`−1] denotes the concatenation operation of
the feature maps x0,x1, ...,x`−1. Meanwhile, H` (·) is defined
as a composite function of three consecutive operations: fast
CSC, followed by a 1×1 convolution, and a decision tree
ensemble. Such connectivity pattern brings many advantages,
such as strengthening feature propagation, encouraging feature
reuse, and reducing the number of hyper-parameters.
From a different perspective, let ϕl ∈ Rn×n be the score
output of the `th layer. Our ScD2TE approach builds upon
the observation that similar to the original image x0, the score
map itself also admits a convolutional sparse representation.
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As such, it can be modeled as a superposition of filters, taken
from a different global convolutional dictionary D`. Thus, we
have
x0=D1x1, ϕ1=D2x2, ..., ϕL−1=DLxL (2)
where D` is a concatenation of c banded circulant matrices,
each of which has a band of width. Another elegant feature of
our ScD2TE is that we can boost the predictive performance
at each layer. Let y` ∈ Rn×n be the target binary mask of
the `th layer, and each point in y` indicates the label of
point in concatenated feature maps. Given training samples
([x1, ...,x`],y`), the following decision tree ensemble method
progressively provide an alternative to the activation function:
ϕ` (·) and fit current ϕ` (·) to the training samples. More
specifically at each iteration m, ϕm` (·) first combines all
the preceding learned decision trees h1` (·) , h2` (·) , ..., hm−1` (·)
through summation, and then grows a new decision tree hm` (·)
by minimizing our loss function. This idea is illustrated in
Figure 2 schematically and summarized below.
ϕm` ([x1, ...,x`]) = ϕ
m−1
` ([x1, ...,x`]) + h
m
` ([x1, ...,x`])
(3)
where ϕm−1` = h
1
` + h
2
` + · · ·+ hm−1` . The predictions from
all decision trees are combined through a weighted majority
vote to produce the final prediction. Note that we learn the
ϕ` (·) instead of the non-linear activation function, such that
the back-propagation computation is not necessary for training.
B. Multilayer Fast CSC for Global Representation Learning
In the design of our CSC algorithm, we intend to achieve
three goals: (1) Address the problem of training and using the
CSC in the context of nuclear segmentation. (2) Extend such
CSC approach to a much deeper configuration by assuming
that the output of each layer itself also admits a convolutional
sparse representation. (3) Improve the contextual information
flow between layers through fully dense connectivity pattern.
We build on the fast CSC scheme proposed in [39] to learn a
convolutional dictionary using the local-global decomposition,
based on which our unsupervised compact feature learning
module is constructed. Such CSC is capable of generating
more complex filters capturing higher-older image statistics,
compared to sparse coding that learns edge primitives.
1) Fast CSC: Assume each n× n pixel raw image can be
represented by a vector x0 ∈ RN . Our CSC module aims to
decompose a x0 as x0 = D1x1, where D1 is the concatenation
of c1 banded circulant matrices, each of which represents a
convolution with one local d1-dimensional filter. As such, a
global convolutional dictionary D1 ∈ RN×Nc1 is built from all
shifted versions of a local dictionary d1 ∈ Rd1×c1 , containing
the local filters as its columns, and the global sparse vector
x1 ∈ RNc1 is obtained by simply interlacing all the feature
maps {x1,i}c1i=1. The intuition behind this description is given
by Figure 3 Top. Using the above formulation, the task of CSC
module amounts to solving the following problem
min
D1,x1
1
2
‖x0 −D1x1‖22 + λ1‖x1‖1 (4)
where the construction of global dictionary D1 is a balance
between the reconstruction error and the `1-norm penalty.
Fig. 3. The fast CSC module (top), and its multilayer extension (bottom) by
assuming that the score map also admits a convolutional sparse representation.
It is worth noting that the sparse vector x1 is built of N dis-
tinct and independent local c1-dimensional sparse codes a1,i ∈
Rc1 , such that x0 can be expressed as x0 =
∑N
i=1 p
T
1,id1a1,i,
where pT1,i ∈ RN×d1 is the operator that positions d1a1,i in
the ith location and pads the rest of entries with zeros. An
immediate consequence of fast CSC module assumption is the
fact that each patch p1,ix0 = p1,iD1x1 taken from x0 can
be expressed in terms of a shift-invariant local model Ω1γ1,i,
where Ω1 ∈ Rd1×(2d1−1)c1 is a stripe dictionary containing
d1 in its center, and γ1,i ∈ R(2d1−1)c1 is a stripe vector, which
can be seen as a group of 2d1−1 adjacent local c1-dimensional
sparse codes a1,j from x1, centered at location a1,i. Using this
local-global decomposition, the global optimization problem
can be solved by alternatively optimizing over local sparse
codes a1,i and local dictionary d1:
min
d1,{a1,i}Ni=1
1
2
∥∥∥∥∥x0 −
N∑
i=1
pT1,id1a1,i
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
+ λ1
N∑
i=1
‖a1,i‖1 (5)
The minimization of (5) w.r.t. all the blocks {a1,i}Ni=1 is
separable, and can be solved sequentially for every a1,i by
using the LARS algorithm with local block coordinate descent
[43]. Stochastic gradient descent is used for the minimization
w.r.t. the local dictionary d1, which is trained requiring to
constrain d1. This two-stage optimization is then repeated until
convergence. We kindly refer the reader to [43] for a more
detailed description of mathematical derivation. Here we give
the results of dictionary learning in this process in Figure 4(a).
2) Multilayer Extension: Interestingly, the success of this
fast CSC approach has been extended in a hierarchical way
[40], which provides an efficient theoretical framework for
multi-level feature extraction. The fast CSC assumes an in-
herent structure for raw images x0 ∈ RN . Similarly, the score
outputs ϕ` ∈ RN of each layer themselves could also be
assumed to have such a structure after an ensemble mapping,
e.g. ϕ1 (x1). In what follows, we propose a multilayer fast
CSC that relies on this rationale.
So far we have assumed x0 can be decomposed into a mul-
tiplication of a global convolutional dictionary D1 ∈ RN×Nc1 ,
composed of c1 local d1-dimensional filters f1,j , and a global
sparse vector x1 ∈ RNc1 . Herein, we extend this by proposing
JOURNAL OF LATEX CLASS FILES 5
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4. Multilayer fast CSC trained on the nuclear inputs. (a) 17 × 17 local
filters of dictionary D1 learned from raw images. (b) 29× 29 local filters of
dictionary D2 effectively learned from the score output of first layer, and (c)
of DL effectively learned from the score output of (L− 1)th layer.
a similar factorization of vector ϕ1, i.e., ϕ1=D2x2, for a
corresponding global convolutional dictionary D2 ∈ RN×Nc2
with c2 local d2-dimensional filters f2,j and a sparse represen-
tation x2 ∈ RNc2 , as illustrated in Figure 3 Bottom. Under this
multilayer construction, the vector ϕ1 can be viewed both as a
non-linearity with the sparse vector x1 as input or in itself an
input that admits a sparse representation. Thus, the proposed
multilayer fast CSC can be defined as
find {x`}L`=1 , {D`}L`=1 s.t. ∀` ϕ`−1=D`x`, ‖x`‖0 ≤ K`
(6)
where we denote ϕ0 to be the raw image x0 and K` to be
the cardinality constraint. Given a ϕ0, this problem seeks for
a set of representations {x`}L`=1 such that each one is locally
sparse, and a set of dictionaries each of which is also sparse
due to its unique structure. As mentioned above, the vector
ϕ`−1 is composed of N non-overlapping local c`-dimensional
sparse codes a`,i ∈ Rc` , leading to the following definition of
multilayer fast CSC:
find {a`,i}Ni=1 , d` = [f`,1, f`,2, ..., f`,c` ] s.t. ∀`, i, j∥∥∥∥∥ϕ`−1 −
N∑
i=1
pT`,id`a`,i
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ ε`−1, ‖a`,i‖0 ≤ k`, ‖f`,j‖2 = 1
(7)
where ε`−1 stands for the model mismatch. Intuitively, the
fast CSC learns a superposition of atoms from ϕ0 to x1. The
multilayer version of this approach views ϕ0 as a superposition
of more complex entities, i.e. molecules, from ϕ1 = ϕ1 (x1)
to x2, and cells from ϕ2 = ϕ2 (x2) to x3. Further layers
continue to create more complex constructions and each adopts
a different resolution of fundamental elements. We show an
example of the resulting dictionaries in Figure 4.
3) Feature Reuse: Multilayer fast CSC exploits the property
that digital pathology image are compositional hierarchies, in
which higher-level context features are obtained by composing
lower-level context ones. To further improve the contextual
information flow between layers, we introduce a sophisti-
cated connectivity pattern that densely concatenates all feature
outputs {x`}L`=1 from previous layers, instead of just partly
reusing the preceding feature outputs as in [15], [30]. This
idea is summarized in (1). In addition of the feature pool
generated by the dense concatenation, we also take into
account the locations within a certain distance of each image
pixel and add them into the pool for the purpose of exploiting
additional image information. Each fast CSC feature map pool
is followed by a 1×1 convolution to compress the number and
size of the feature maps and thereby reduces overfitting.
C. Tree Ensemble Learning for Latent Structure Prediction
The regression method we use to learn the features-to-score
mapping in each layer is originated from Friedman et al.
[42]. To produce a series of simple and powerfully predictive
decision trees, we make improvements in the regularized
objective with the second order method [41], [44] and follow
from the idea in dense connection to progressively update
subsequent decision trees.
Let b`,i = [a1,i,a2,i, ...,a`,i] represents the concatenation
of feature vectors a1,i,a2,i, ...,a`,i, corresponding to the ith
image location. For tree ensemble training, t pairs of training
samples {(b`,i, y`,i)}ti=1 are randomly sampled from the given
data set. A decision tree ensemble module aims to learn M
simple and powerfully predictive decision trees {hm` (·)}Mm=1 :
Rg` 7→ R, g` > c`, and employ a weighted majority vote to
predict the final score output of each layer:
ϕ` (b`) =
M∑
m=1
αm` h
m
` (b`) (8)
where αm` ∈ R are contribution weights. In particular, the
decision tree ensemble module tries to establish ϕ` (·) that
minimizes a loss L = L (y`, ϕm` (b`)) by combining all the
preceding learned decision trees through summation as follows
ϕm` (b`) = ϕ
m−1
` + arg min
h(·)
L (y`, ϕm−1` + αh (b`)) (9)
where ϕm−1` =h
1
`+h
2
`+· · ·+hm−1` . Such dense connectivity
pattern provides a useful extension of non-linear structures,
making them more flexible while improving their predictive
performance. More importantly, it yields a condensed model
that is easy to train and highly parameter-efficient. Figure 5
shows the training process of such module.
We note that each decision tree hm` (·) can be defined by an
independent structure and a set of leaf responses, such that
hm` (b`) = wsm` (b`) (10)
where sm` (·) : Rg` 7→ {1, 2, ..., Cm` } represents the structure
of hm` (·) that maps an instance to the corresponding leaf index,
where Cm` = |hm` (·)| denotes the number of leaves in hm` (·),
and wsm` (·) =
(
w1, ..., wCml
)T ∈ RCm` is a vector of responses
in leaves. For a given instance, we can thus use different tree
structure to divide it into the leaves and calculate the prediction
by summing up the responses in the corresponding leaves. To
learn such M decision trees in our decision tree ensemble
module, we define the loss function L as follows
L =
∥∥∥y` − (ϕm−1` + wsm` (b`))∥∥∥22 + 12ξ` ∥∥∥wsm` (b`)∥∥∥22 + ζ`Cm`
(11)
where the first term of (11) measures the closeness to the
target, in which y` = (y`,1, y`,2, ..., y`,t)
T, while the second
and the third terms correspond to `2-norm regularization
and cost-complexity pruning [42], respectively, controlling the
complexity of the module. Note that the coefficient ζ` denotes
the complexity cost by introducing additional leaf. Intuitively,
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Fig. 5. Diagram of the training procedure for the decision tree ensemble module. At each ensemble iteration, we learn the decision tree using only a random
subset of the whole training set. These trees are trained in sequence, and each new tree is built depending on all the previous learned trees, to minimize a
loss L consisting of `2-norm regularization and cost-complexity pruning. Once all the decision trees have been trained, their predictions are then combined
through a weighted majority voting scheme. Note that, in each decision tree, the size of node is proportional to the percentage of features that reach this node.
minimizing the above loss function will help the algorithm
to select simple and powerfully predictive decision trees. By
defining Bj = {i |sm` (b`,i) = j } as the instance set of the
jth leaf, we can use a second-order Taylor approximation to
achieve fast optimization and rewrite (11) as
L˜ (y`,i, ϕm` (b`,i)) '
Cm∑`
j=1
(
−2wj
( ∑
i∈Bj
(
y`,i − ϕm−1`,i
))
+w2j
( ∑
i∈Bj
1 + ξ`2
))
+ ζ`C
m
`
(12)
The local approximation approach of (12) to the loss function
has faster convergence and gives a better approximation of tree
structure and leaf response [41], [44]. For a fixed tree structure
sm` (·), we therefore compute the optimal response wˆj of the
jth leaf via (12), as follows,
wˆj =
∑
i∈Bj
(
y`,i − ϕm−1`,i
)
∑
i∈Bj
1 + ξ`2
(13)
where ϕm−1`,i =h
1
`,i+h
2
`,i+· · ·+hm−1`,i . Once the wˆj is obtained,
we can then select the optimal decision tree structure sˆm` (·)
by calculating the optimal value of Lˆ (y`,i, ϕm` (b`,i)):
Lˆ (y`,i, ϕm` (b`,i))=−
Cm∑`
j=1
( ∑
i∈Bj
(
y`,i−ϕm−1`,i
))2
∑
i∈Bj
1 + ξ`2
+ζ`C
m
`
(14)
The strategy for determining sˆm` (·) is to use the greedy algo-
rithm of [41], which starts from a single leaf and iteratively
adds branches to the current decision tree. Let B1 and B2
represent the instance sets of left and right children after a
split, respectively, and B = B1∪B2. Then, the loss reduction
after the split: L− is given by
L− =
( ∑
i∈B1
(y`,i−ϕm−1`,i )
)2
∑
i∈B1
1+
ξ`
2
+
( ∑
i∈B2
(y`,i−ϕm−1`,i )
)2
∑
i∈B2
1+
ξ`
2
−
(∑
i∈B
(y`,i−ϕm−1`,i )
)2
∑
i∈B
1+
ξ`
2
− ζ`
(15)
which is used to evaluate the split candidates. In particular, the
first and the second terms of (15) correspond to the scores of
left and right children, respectively, and the third term denotes
the score if we do not split. Thus, the problem is converted
into one of how to find the optimal splits. A feasible solution
to this problem is to enumerate all the possible splits for
continuous instances, but it is computationally expensive. Here
we improve upon it by first sorting the instances based on their
values and then mapping the similar ones to the corresponding
splitting children. Finally, we accumulate the first-order and
second-order statistics of left and right children after the split,
respectively, and evaluate the current split through the method
of (15). This algorithm terminates when L− < 0 or satisfying
the predifined maximum depth and is repeated M times.
At each ensemble iteration, it is worth noting that after
obtaining the optimal decision tree hˆm` (·), the weight αml can
be either calculated by a line search [30] or assigned to an
average value of 1M . Then, the current module is updated using
ϕm` = ϕ
m−1
` + h
m
` , and passes on this result to next iteration
to train a new decision tree. The overall procedure of decision
tree ensemble algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. During
its testing procedure, each new instance is independently
pushed through the trained decision trees by using structures
sˆm` (·). When arriving at the leaves, the prediction of this
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Decision Tree Ensemble
Input: t pairs of training samples:{(b`,i, y`,i)}ti=1, number
of decision trees M , and instance set B of current leaf.
Output: ϕˆ` ≡ ϕˆM` .
Initialization: ϕˆ0` = θˆ = arg min
θ
∑t
i=1 ‖y`,i − θ‖22.
1: for m = 1 to M do
2: Gm`,i = −2
(
y`,i − ϕm−1`,i
)
, Gm` ← − 12
∑
i∈B Gm`,i;
3: Hm`,i = 2, Hm` ← 12
∑
i∈BHm`,i;
4: select a split that maximize L− of (15) to determine
the optimal structure sˆm` (·) and {Bˆj}Cˆ
m
`
j=1:
L− = (G
m,1
` )
2
Hm,1` +
ξ`
2
+
(Gm,2` )
2
Hm,2` +
ξ`
2
− (Gm` )2
Hm` +
ξ`
2
− ζ`;
5: For a given sˆm` (·), determine leaf responses {wˆj}Cˆ
m
`
j=1:
wˆj =
Gm`
Hm` +
ξ`
2
;
6: hˆm` =
∑Cˆm`
j=1 wˆjI
(
i ∈ Bˆj
)
;
7: update ϕˆm` = ϕˆ
m−1
` + hˆ
m
` = hˆ
1
` + hˆ
2
` + · · ·+ hˆm`
8: end for
9: return ϕˆM` =
∑M
m=1 α
m
` hˆ
m
`
Fig. 6. An example of the decision tree ensemble prediction. The contribution
weight αm` is set to
1
2
. The final prediction for a given instance is the sum of
predictions from each decision tree. For example, ϕˆ`,1 = 12×2.1+ 12×0.9 =
1.5, ϕˆ`,2 = 12 × (−1) + 12 × (−0.9) = −0.95, etc.
instance is calculated by summing up the optimal values of
wˆj from different decision trees (see Figure 6).
D. Nuclear Dense Prediction Problem
In our experiments, we used the dataset published in [13] for
training and testing from different patients, organs, and disease
states, containing more than 21,000 nuclei. To ensure richness
of nuclear appearances, we covered breast, prostate, kidney,
stomach, and bladder. Their whole slide images (WSIs) of size
1000×1000 were enlarged to 200× on a 25” monitor such that
each image pixel occupied 5×5 screen pixels. The nuclei in
the training set have been exhaustively annotated, generating a
corresponding binary mask set of 12 high-resolution pathology
images. The training set contains 11,460 nuclei that have been
labeled across a wide spectrum of morphologies. Many nuclei
exhibit margination and sparse properties of chromatin while
the corresponding images comprises high-density agglomer-
ates and background clutter with artifacts, which increase the
complexity of the segmentation task.
We formulated this segmentation problem of 11,460 nuclei
in the training set as a ScD2TE prediction problem. We built
a pixel predictor with a layer-wise encoder-decoder structure
(Section II) to progressively recover the latent nuclear regions.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 7. Improvement obtained by iterative regression. (a) Input image x0; (b)
segmentation result ϕ1 without (w/o) feature reuse; (c) segmentation result ϕ2
with (w/) feature reuse; (d) segmentation result ϕL with dense (w/d) feature
reuse; (e) ground truth image y. Both the iterative regression and dense feature
reuse help to obtain a better segmentation accuracy.
TABLE I
THE COMPUTED-ANNOTATED NUCLEUS MATCHES FOR OUR METHOD
WITH DIFFERENT FEATURE MAP REUSES ON THE TESTING DATASET
Organ w/o feature reuse w/ feature reuse w/d feature reuse
Same 1232 (47.5%) 1745 (67.3%) 2056 (79.3%)
Different 1199 (62.8%) 1413 (74.1%) 1654 (86.7%)
Overall 2431 (54.0%) 3158 (70.2%) 3710 (82.4%)
TABLE II
OUR DATASET AND ITS DIVISION FOR TRAINING, VALIDATION, AND
SAME AND DIFFERENT ORGANS TESTING
Dataset division
Nuclei Images
Total Total Breast Prostate Kidney Stomach Bladder
Train and validation 11,460 12 4 4 4 – –
Same organ test 3,174 6 2 2 2 – –
Different organ test 3,393 4 – – – 2 2
Total 18,027 22 6 6 6 2 2
Each layer performed scoring by proceeding with a non-linear
analysis on the random sample of nuclear features, which were
generated using the ones from all the previous layers. This not
only tackled the aforementioned challenges but took less time.
The final nuclear segmentation was obtained by a n-ary mask
for effective observation. Figure 7 shows the advantage of our
approach on a sample nuclear image, and the results are shown
in Table I. It is observed that the performance increases when
feature maps are reused.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we first split the dataset into three sets
to assess the performance of our approach, from which the
best hyper-parameter settings of our ScD2TE are given. Then,
we describe evaluation metrics and compare the segmentation
obtained from our ScD2TE, U-Net [15], Mask R-CNN [16],
CNN3 [13], multilayer CR (CR4) [30], single-layer CR (CR1)
[28], and watershed (WS) [10]. We then evaluate the improve-
ment brought by our method. Finally, we perform ablation
analyses of ScD2TE. All the experiments are conducted on
an assembly machine with one six-core Intelr CoreTM (i7-
8700K) (3.7GHz) and 32GB of memory.
A. Training, Validation and Testing Set
The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) [45] is a publicly funded
project that provides whole slide images (WSIs) of digitized
tissue samples for nuclear segmentation. To maximize a diver-
sity of nuclear appearances, we use the TCGA WSIs published
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in [13] for validation and comparison of the algorithms. We
adopt a similar way and divide the whole dataset into three
parts, as shown in Table II. The first part is used for training
and validation. It corresponds to 12 patients and 3 organs
including 4 breast, 4 prostate, and 4 kidney images with a
total of 11,460 annotated nuclei. This amount is enough for
us to train the deep models irrespective of whether they were
implemented using the image-level classification or the pixel-
wise prediction, even without data augmentation. The second
part is used for the same organ testing, which corresponds to
the same organs as in the training set and contains 6 pathology
images. We use this part to test the generalization of each
method to three organs. The third part is added for different
organ testing. This part is more challenging because its images
are taken from organs not represented in the training set, i.e.
2 stomach and 2 bladder images.
B. Metrics
As usually done to evaluate the segmentation methods [13],
[30], we first introduce three local per pixel metrics: Jaccard
Index (JI), F1 score, and Average boundary distance (ABD).
The F1 measure is defined as the harmonic mean between
recall and precision at the pixel level and is equivalent to the
dice coefficient. Let P, R, PB, and RB represent the output
mask, ground truth mask, boundaries of P, and boundaries
of R, respectively. The ABD measure is the average distance
between PB and RB. These metrics are computed as follows
JI = |P∩R||P∪R| ; F1 =
2|P∩R|
|P |+|R| ;
ABD= 12
(∑
x∈PB d(x,RB)
|PB| +
∑
u∈RB d(u,PB)
|RB|
) (16)
For the problem of nuclear segmentation, it is also inter-
esting to have a global measure able to evaluate how well a
region score can be used to recover the latent nuclear structure.
To this end, we use the overlap (OV) measure that is similar
to [29], which is defined as
OV =
TPR + TPM
TPR + TPM + FN + FP
(17)
where TPR and TPM are the numbers of true positives in the
reference nucleus and computed nucleus, respectively, and FN
and FP are the numbers of false negatives and false positives.
C. Models and Training Procedure
For comparisons between ours and the state-of-the-arts, we
studied three different deep models: U-Net, Mask R-CNN,
and CNN3, and two lightweight models: CR4 and CR1. All
the deep networks were trained using TensorFlow [46] on an
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Tir graphics processing unit.
1) ScD2TE: Given a set of model hyper-parameters, we
train our ScD2TE with the images in the training set and
evaluated the performance through the leave-one-out cross
validation [47] on the validation set. This is repeated for all the
sets of model hyper-parameters tested, and we finally choose
the set of model hyper-parameters that optimizes the F1 score.
The accuracy metrics we report are calculated on the testing
TABLE III
THE BEST HYPER-PARAMETER VALUES OF OUR MODEL
Model L d` (c`) t M
ScD2TE 4 172,292,292,292 (32) 50,000 30
sets containing the same and different organ images, none of
which has been used neither for training nor for validation.
Table III lists the results of the best hyper-parameter settings
on the validation set. In our Matlab implementation and on a
multicore machine, the average running time of our approach
to predict the nuclear scores in an image is 0.034 hours.
2) U-Net: In our implementation of the U-Net architecture
[15], we extracted image patches randomly, and did not
perform data augmentation on them for computational reasons,
but still achieved satisfactory performance. The U-Net was
trained for 95 epochs. For its training, we set the batch size to
128 and we decay the learning every 10 epochs exponentially.
We extracted 158,400 and 32,000 patches from 12 training and
3 validation images for training and validation, respectively.
We tune the other hyper-parameters: the size and the number of
filters in convolutional layers, strides, and upsampling factors
such that the network can give a good performance on the
held-out validation samples.
3) Mask R-CNN: The implementation of Mask R-CNN
[16] is based on FPN and a ResNet. We set the backbone to
ResNet 101 and the number of training anchors per image for
the Region Proposal Network (RPN) part to 256. We set the
number of RoIs per image to train with to 256. Furthermore,
we use a batch size of 6 and decay the learning rate by 10
every 20 epochs. Mask R-CNN was trained for 80 epochs. We
tuned the hyper-parameters: the Non-Maximum Suppression
Threshold (NMST) and the Detection Minimum Confidence
Rate (DMCR) for regions of interest. During training, it is
better to have a high NMST as this means more proposals
are generated and a high DMCR as this means more relevant
examples are passed through the network.
4) CNN3: The CNN3 [13] was trained for 95 epochs.
For its training, we set the batch size to 256 and decay the
learning every 10 epochs exponentially. We tune the other
hyper-parameters such as the size and the number of filters
in convolutional layers, number of nodes in hidden layers,
input-output size were selected, and dropout rate. We increased
the dropout rate while going deeper in the network because a
higher dropout rate in the initial layers results in information
loss from the image but it acts as a good regularizer in the
deeper layers to avoid overfitting.
5) CR4&CR1: We trained CR4 [30] using 200,000 positive
and negative samples, 100 weak regressors, and 4 model
iterations. During training, a quarter of all the pixel locations
were randomly utilized to learn the model with 100 randomly
selected local features at central pixel and 500 context features
per channel. We also used the same features and the same
parameters used for CR4 to train a CR1 model with one layer.
6) WS: We also experimented with the marker-based water-
shed transform [10], which implemented nuclear segmentation
by using a Java-based Fiji plugin.
D. Qualitative Comparison of Methods
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)
Fig. 8. Comparative nuclear segmentation results on digital pathology images. (a) Raw images; (b) Ground truth images; (c) Segmentations generated by our
method, (d) generated by U-Net [15], (e) generated by Mask R-CNN [16], (f) generated by CNN3 [13], (g) generated by CR4 [30], (h) generated by CR1
[28], and (i) generated by WS [10]. All the testing results are given in supplemental materials.
TABLE IV
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FOR INDIVIDUAL IMAGES FROM TWO TESTING SETS IN TERMS OF JI, F1, AND ABD, IN WHICH MRCNN REFERS TO MASK
R-CNN [16]. THE TOP RESULTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BLUE AND SECOND-BEST RESULTS IN GREEN
Organ Image Jaccard Index F1 Score Average Boundary Distance
Ours U-Net MRCNN CNN3 CR4 CR1 WS Ours U-Net MRCNN CNN3 CR4 CR1 WS Ours U-Net MRCNN CNN3 CR4 CR1 WS
Breast
1 0.6267 0.5431 0.5720 0.6181 0.5353 0.3659 0.5407 0.7705 0.7039 0.7277 0.7640 0.6974 0.5358 0.7019 11.09 23.73 30.27 13.74 15.89 64.15 17.15
2 0.6468 0.6580 0.6512 0.5831 0.5805 0.4168 0.5821 0.7855 0.7937 0.7888 0.7367 0.7346 0.5883 0.7359 6.85 6.67 13.93 8.96 10.18 44.59 8.99
Prostate
1 0.5671 0.5001 0.6099 0.5290 0.3036 0.2601 0.4376 0.7238 0.6668 0.7577 0.6920 0.4658 0.4129 0.6088 17.74 19.10 19.22 22.24 69.02 65.85 16.78
2 0.6773 0.6607 0.6969 0.5553 0.5596 0.4286 0.6057 0.8076 0.7957 0.8214 0.7139 0.7176 0.6000 0.7544 6.76 8.19 13.36 29.17 6.57 17.92 13.25
Kidney
1 0.5520 0.5451 0.4197 0.5265 0.5252 0.3044 0.5270 0.7114 0.7056 0.5913 0.6898 0.6887 0.4667 0.6903 4.36 12.48 19.56 8.67 7.88 34.86 10.01
2 0.7146 0.6873 0.6349 0.5663 0.6517 0.5510 0.5688 0.8336 0.8147 0.7767 0.7230 0.7891 0.7105 0.7251 7.17 9.66 11.20 18.63 6.64 8.85 12.79
Stomach
1 0.6910 0.6545 0.4727 0.6247 0.6634 0.5254 0.6476 0.8173 0.7912 0.6420 0.7690 0.7977 0.6889 0.7861 1.09 3.97 19.74 4.27 1.10 2.73 10.04
2 0.6838 0.6622 0.5164 0.5926 0.6405 0.5686 0.6560 0.8122 0.7968 0.6811 0.7442 0.7808 0.7250 0.7923 1.77 2.00 17.16 5.36 2.24 2.63 4.00
Bladder
1 0.6131 0.5504 0.5537 0.5835 0.5604 0.4855 0.3098 0.7602 0.7100 0.7128 0.7370 0.7183 0.6537 0.4731 16.15 31.09 26.78 13.79 35.83 41.74 48.27
2 0.7768 0.6730 0.7194 0.5808 0.6737 0.5980 0.4944 0.8744 0.8045 0.8368 0.7348 0.8050 0.7485 0.6617 3.30 6.13 8.36 10.46 7.76 10.77 13.50
Same 0.6308 0.5991 0.5974 0.5630 0.5260 0.3878 0.5436 0.7721 0.7467 0.7439 0.7199 0.6822 0.5524 0.7027 9.00 13.31 17.92 16.90 19.36 39.37 13.16
Different 0.6912 0.6350 0.5656 0.5954 0.6345 0.5444 0.5270 0.8160 0.7756 0.7182 0.7463 0.7755 0.7040 0.6783 5.64 10.86 18.01 8.47 11.73 14.47 18.95
Overall 0.6549 0.6134 0.5847 0.5760 0.5694 0.4504 0.5370 0.7896 0.7583 0.7336 0.7304 0.7195 0.6130 0.6930 7.65 12.33 17.96 13.53 16.31 29.41 15.48
Figure 8 shows a qualitative comparison between the results
of aforementioned models on the multi-disease state and multi-
organ pathology images. As seen, the traditional watershed
method only works well for uniformly colored and isolated
nuclei, such as kidney pathology nuclear segmentation. CR1
results in missed parts of the nuclear structures since only local
information is used for prediction purposes. The CNN3 was
limited by the image-level classification, which can also only
extract local features. While the U-Net and CR4 can be better
able to avoid the interference of complex background clutter
by propagating contextual information to higher resolutions
layers, it was still not sensitive to chromatin-sparse intra-
nuclear details due to the small proportion of the feature reuse
and the size of the network. As for the Mask R-CNN, the FPN
and ResNet101 backbone made it to be the best network model
to tackle segmentation problems involving sparse chromatin.
However, due to the region proposal part of network, it did not
generate enough positive proposals even for a high predefined
NMST value. By contrast, clear advantages of our ScD2TE
are that it was immune to the nuclear appearance diversity,
can effectively deal with variations on nuclear size, shape, and
direction, and detect the correct number of nuclei with high
accuracy. Furthermore, for the case of sparse chromatin and
heavy background clutter (such as might occur in prostate and
bladder pathology images), the proposed ScD2TE also exhibits
robustness.
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Fig. 9. Overlap evaluation. OV is the fraction of points on the ground truth nucleus marked as true positives, the larger the better.
Fig. 10. Local and global comparative analyses for individual images from the testing sets and all methods. For the last column, the overlap values are sorted
into decreasing order and then averaged over them.
E. Local Pixel-Wise Evaluation
With the training, model selection and testing procedure
described in this section, we quantitatively compared all the
state-of-the-arts. In Table IV and Figure 10, it can be clearly
seen that the improvements obtained from using ScD2TE on
three per pixel metrics are significant in comparison to other
competing methods, especially for different organ case. The
multi-level feature maps learned by any of the ScD2TE layers
(i.e. CSC modules) can be accessed by all subsequent layers.
This encourages feature map reuse throughout the model, and
leads to more accurate model. Another factor for the improved
accuracy of ScD2TE is that the predictive performance can be
boosted at each layer. By receiving additional supervision from
all the preceding decision trees, the decision tree ensemble
module monotonically decreases the errors. Specifically, the
overall performance for the model without feature map reuse
(e.g. CR1) is only 0.613. After the part feature map reuse,
the performance can increase to 0.7195 (CR4), 0.7336 (Mask
R-CNN), and 0.7583 (U-Net). Our fully dense feature map
reuse with progressive predictions can further improve the
performance to 0.7896. Also, deeply releasing the potentials
of feature map reuse seems to make the boundary delineations
more consistent as described by the reduced ABD value (pix-
els). In addition, the quantitative analysis on the dataset also
reflects that, except for the watershed method, the encoder-
decoder structures show a higher pixel-wise accuracy. It is
interesting to compare their solutions to this segmentation
problem with the other learning-based ones because they are
computationally much more efficient.
F. Global Segmentation Evaluation
We randomly sampled and added a fixed number of nuclei
from the ground truth, generated the segmented ones using
different learning-based methods, and finally computed the
corresponding OV values of them. Figure 9 shows the OV
results for all the organs in the dataset. Our approach is more
robust when used to segment the nuclei in digital pathology
images and also competitive on the small values of the nucleus
number. The accuracy of our approach remains higher for large
values of the nucleus number, while the performance of the
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Fig. 11. The average contribution of decision trees in the decision tree
ensemble module for different `2 regularizations.
TABLE V
A COMPARISON OF OUR MODEL WITH DIFFERENT FEATURE REUSE
Method
1st layer 2nd layer 3rd layer 4th layer
Time(s) F1 Time(s) F1 Time(s) F1 Time(s) F1
w/o feature reuse 14.31 0.628 9.39 0.654 8.82 0.608 9.24 0.599
w/ feature reuse 14.61 0.632 25.51 0.661 25.68 0.701 25.66 0.732
w/d feature reuse 14.82 0.633 25.48 0.678 72.39 0.730 133.84 0.790
other methods decrease. In addition, our approach produces
less zero values. All of these properties account for lower
missing errors. From the last column of Figure 10, we see
that our ScD2TE still dose best in terms of mean OV values
but the others without or with partly reusing feature maps do
worse, especially in different organ case, due to the presence of
heavy background clutter. This confirms the importance more
contextual information to solve the problem.
G. Ablation Experiments on ScD2TE
It is also interesting to examine the behaviour of the pro-
posed ScD2TE as the training and model setting are varied. It
is worth noting that all the key hyper-parameters of comparing
models are optimal and the time refers to the training time for
each part. To explain the effectiveness of proposed method,
we conducted the following comparisons:
1) Impact analysis of the concatenated regularization: As
seen in Figure 11, the traditional tree ensemble learning model
starts with a single or two decision trees that make signif-
icant contributions. This negatively affects the performance
of the whole module on unseen data, makes the module over-
sensitive to the contributions of these few, initially added trees,
and might be prone to overfitting. By adopting a concatenated
`2 regularization approach to flatten the values of leaves, the
expected contributions of the decision trees added in later
iterations do not drop much, and thus the overfitting problem
can be avoided. In addition, the penalty for maximum leaf size
further improve the generalization performance of ensemble.
2) Comparison analysis of feature map reuse methods: To
further justify the effectiveness of our ScD2TE (refers to w/d
feature map reuse method) compared to w/o and w/ feature
map reuse methods, we also trained two corresponding models
to segment the nuclei. We used the same features and the same
parameters used for the ScD2TE. The only differences are the
connectivity patterns. Table V lists the results. As seen, the
TABLE VI
A COMPARISON OF OUR MODEL WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF FEATURES
AS INPUTS.
Input features
1st layer 2nd layer 3rd layer
Time(s) F1 Time(s) F1 Time(s) F1
Fast CSC 42.34 0.633 53.97 0.678 52.03 0.730
Handcrafted 39.54 0.477 53.21 0.566 50.81 0.536
proposed method achieved the best balance between fitting
quality and computational cost. We also observe that our fully
dense connections have a regularizing effect, and with the
increase of model depth, the greatly improved performance can
be obtained. By contrast, the w/o feature map reuse method
weakens the contributions of the decision trees learned in later
iterations and leads to overfitting. As expected the performance
gets worse as the depth increases, and the F1 score starts
decreasing when the depth is larger than 2. Although the w/
feature map reuse method improves the segmentation result
partially, it is still hard to obtain accurate pixel-wise prediction.
3) Multilayer Fast CSC features versus multilayer fast
handcrafted features: Finally, to test the representation ability
of our ScD2TE, we compared our fast CSC approach with
the handcrafted method, as summarized in Table VI. Here, we
used the filters provided by Leung and Malik [48] to extract the
handcrafted features as the input to each decision tree ensem-
ble module. As seen, our approach is significantly more accu-
rate than the handcrafted method. With the increase of model
depth, higher layers of learning-based representations obtained
by composing lower-level and high-level ones amplify aspects
of the input that are important for discrimination and suppress
irrelevant variations. A concatenation with multi-level context
features to clarify the ambiguities further improved the model
to capture the target details. In addition, fast CSC provides
one way to reduce the effective complexity of the model by
using the local-global decomposition, and thereby speeds up
the execution time of the convolutions.
IV. CONCLUSION
We proposed a sparse coding driven deep decision tree
ensembles (ScD2TE) model for digital pathology image seg-
mentation. In contrast to the state-of-the-arts, our approach
has four advantages: 1) ScD2TE fully reuses the features
of different levels through a sophisticated connectivity pat-
tern, yielding condensed model that are easy to train, highly
parameter-efficient, and without back-propagation; 2) ScD2TE
introduces the fast CSC as the feature detector in each layer,
which benefits from having a local shift invariant structure
and can efficiently find a global sparsest representation of the
whole image or maps; 3) A local encoder-decoder mechanism
is proposed to boost the predictive performance at each layer,
in which each decision tree seeks a solution that minimizes
the regularized loss and improved performance can be obtained
by combining all the preceding optimal decision trees through
summation; 4) Experimental results on the digital pathology
dataset demonstrate its superior performance to the state-of-
the-arts. In the future, we would expect comparable perfor-
mance, particularly for the case of more general application
to the field of image processing.
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